
External Wildlife Mine Survey Data Sheet 
       
Mine Name ___________________  Survey Date(s)______________________  
ID # _______________________  Surveyor(s) ______________________  
Mountain Range________________             County ____________________________ 
Topographic Sheet ____________ Land Owner ______________________  
Lat Long/NAD83 UTM __________________________________Elevation___________  
Distance to nearest  road __________  Road Type _________________________ 
     
Type of Working - (adit, shaft, prospect, decline, stope) 
Dimensions of opening __________   Approximate depth/length (ft)_____  
Aspect ** ____________________   Declination *** _______________ 
Photos taken (Y or N)     Photo folder location    
Mine is too dangerous to Approach (Y or N)  Haz-Mat is present (Y or N) Present 
Mining Claim (Y or N)***    Historic material is present (Y or N)  
Is ALL of mine visible (Y or N)   Known Multiple Entrances (Y or N)  
Cribbing (Wood Sides) (Y or N)   Water in mine (Y or N)   
Wood or debris in mine (Y or N)   Trash in mine (Y or N)   
Rock crevices in mine (Y or N)   Is mine fenced (Y or N)   
Notes (Wildlife, historic material in or around mine) _____________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
Mine Rating (A - D) * ________ Exclusion/Survey Prior to Closure is needed: (Y or N) 
Closure recommendations: ________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Night Survey Done (Y or N) 
Date(s)__________________Surveyor(s)___________________ 
Type of equipment used (NV goggles, NS camera, other) 
Number of bats seen _______________Other Wildlife seen: _____________________ 
Acoustic recordings taken (Y or N) Anabat #_____  Cloud cover %_________________ 
Temperature at sunset:______________ Wind speed (1-5) or mph_________________  
Moon phase (%)_________________     Time of moon rise   _____________________  
 
* A = Bats present; B = Possible bat habitat (needs further survey); C = Can see all of mine (bat 
habitat is limited to crevices;  D = No wildlife habitat potential      
  
**  If you were looking out from the portal, the aspect is the direction you are facing.  
     
***  Zero degrees is horizontal, positive numbers refer to degrees below the horizontal.  
     
**** Website for mining claims: www.blm.gov/LR2000. Sheet revised 9/14/05   

    


